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Daegu MetropoIan City 

Daegu Metropolitan City, the third largest city in Korea 3(0 km away from the capital, Seoul 

and 120 km away from the coastal city of Busan, is located in the southeastern part at the 

Korean Peninsula Despite being a huge city with 2.53 million people, the city enjoys a green 

and pleasant hying environment creating urban spaces of sustainable development. 

The city at Daegu has proved itself capable of successfully hosting grand—scale 

international events such as at the 2002 FIFA World Cup and the 2003 Summer Unrversiade, 

and now we are concentrating alt our effort and passion on bidding for the 2011 World 

Championships in Athletics, one of worlds three major sport events. 

Daegu is a central city of Yeongnam region, southeastern part of Korea, a cradle of spiritual 

culture of Korea, and home of talented persons of high, upright character. Many of these 

people played crucial roles in overcoming national crises, making it truly the home of 

devotion which led to national salvation. Daegu is also the city of education with 60,000 

students graduating annually from 51 universities and colleges in and around the city. 

Daegu is an inland transportation hub easily accessible by air, train and car from any place in 

Korea. We are also doing our best to strengthen the international competitiveness of the 

region and to upgrade the quality of life for our citizens. 

Now 253 million citizens have become as one, strrving to be part of the City of Hope while 

oroudly leading Daegu. Today, not only business but people as well want to visit and live in 

Daegu. 

Lets meet in Colorful Daegu! 

A arty ooen to the world' A city welcoming the world' 
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The image of a City is its asset, and we are now living in the era of globalization and 

localization wtien the fierce competition of city brand marketing is intensifying. Colorful 

Daegu, our city slogan newly adopted in December 2004, was developed to strengthen the 

image of Daegu and to upgrade the persona of the city, ensuring its great leap forward in 

order to enhance confidence and a sense of unity from Daegu citizens. Colorful Daegu 

meaning diverse and various colors represents Daegus forward—looking vision with youth, 

brightness and energy. II portrays an active and dynamic image of Daegu and represents 

various future visions inclusively and metaphoncally.  

The Os or orcles which create a vertical line symbolize developing industry and culture in 

Daegu. The overall image of the design represents a modern and sophisticated city 

environment with simple and sharp handwriting and modeling. The diversity of Daegu is 

expressed with distinct colors and symbolizes the vibrant and energetic facet of Daegu 

Each color represents image of developing Daegu in the area of investment, conventions, 

environment, culture & arts and tourism. Blue symbolizes an advanced city which tries to 

lead the world. Green symbolizes a healthy, pleasant, and environmentally — friendly city 

Pink symbolizes a cultural and artistic city with various festivals and profound beauty. Yellow 

symbolizes a tourist city open to joy and pleasure. 

lt is expected that the continuous promotion of the city brand slogan, which contains the 

identity and visions of Daegu, will greatly contribute to the establishment of a positive city 

image. 

Meet the bright and healthy future vision which Colorful Daegu presents in Daegu. A new 

start and a new world begins here Daegu takes off. 
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